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Abstract
Purpose Previously reported associations of protein-rich foods with stroke subtypes have prompted interest in the assessment 
of individual amino acids. We examined the associations of dietary amino acids with risks of ischaemic and haemorrhagic 
stroke in the EPIC study.
Methods We analysed data from 356,142 participants from seven European countries. Dietary intakes of 19 individual amino 
acids were assessed using validated country-specific dietary questionnaires, calibrated using additional 24-h dietary recalls. 
Multivariable-adjusted Cox regression models were used to estimate hazard ratios (HRs) and 95% confidence intervals (CIs) 
of ischaemic and haemorrhagic stroke in relation to the intake of each amino acid. The role of blood pressure as a potential 
mechanism was assessed in 267,642 (75%) participants.
Results After a median follow-up of 12.9 years, 4295 participants had an ischaemic stroke and 1375 participants had a 
haemorrhagic stroke. After correction for multiple testing, a higher intake of proline (as a percent of total protein) was 
associated with a 12% lower risk of ischaemic stroke (HR per 1 SD higher intake 0.88; 95% CI 0.82, 0.94). The association 
persisted after mutual adjustment for all other amino acids, systolic and diastolic blood pressure. The inverse associations 
of isoleucine, leucine, valine, phenylalanine, threonine, tryptophan, glutamic acid, serine and tyrosine with ischaemic stroke 
were each attenuated with adjustment for proline intake. For haemorrhagic stroke, no statistically significant associations 
were observed in the continuous analyses after correcting for multiple testing.
Conclusion Higher proline intake may be associated with a lower risk of ischaemic stroke, independent of other dietary 
amino acids and blood pressure.

Keywords Amino acids · Dietary protein · Ischaemic stroke · Haemorrhagic stroke · Nutritional epidemiology · Prospective 
cohort

Background

While stroke is the second leading cause of death world-
wide, the incidence of stroke varies substantially between 
countries reflecting differences in risk factors including vari-
ations in dietary intakes [1]. Differences in dietary protein 

have been suggested to be important, but previous studies 
of the associations of dietary protein intake with the risk 
of stroke have reported conflicting results, possibly reflect-
ing heterogeneity by pathological stroke types and dietary 
sources of protein [2, 3]. The different sources of dietary 
protein reflect a different profile of individual dietary amino 
acids. For example, meat and meat products are the main 
source of the essential amino acids and glycine, while grain 
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products are the main source of dietary cysteine [4]. A pre-
vious prospective study reported an inverse association of 
dietary cysteine with the risk of total stroke [5], and another 
reported an inverse association of glutamic acid but a posi-
tive association of glycine with stroke mortality [6], but 
overall there is very limited evidence on the topic. Moreover, 
it is unclear whether the absolute quantity or the proportions 
of each individual dietary amino acid (i.e. protein quality) 
that make up total dietary protein would be more relevant 
for health. The two main stroke subtypes (ischaemic and 
haemorrhagic) also have different dietary [7] and non-die-
tary (including genetic) risk factors [8, 9], which highlights 
the importance of examining stroke subtypes separately. For 
example, previous analyses in EPIC (the European Prospec-
tive Investigation into Cancer and Nutrition) reported inverse 
associations of ischaemic stroke with the consumption of 
fruit and vegetables, dietary fibre and dairy products, while 
the risk of haemorrhagic stroke was positively associated 
with egg consumption [7]. Therefore, any associations with 
dietary amino acids are likely to vary by stroke type.

The aim of the present study was to assess the associa-
tions of both absolute and relative quantities of individual 
dietary amino acids with the risk of stroke subtypes in a 
prospective study of 356,000 participants from seven Euro-
pean countries. Additionally, we aimed to assess if these 
associations were independent of blood pressure, the major 
risk factor for both subtypes of stroke.

Methods

Study population

The present analyses involved 356,142 participants recruited 
from 20 centres between 1992 and 2000 in seven European 
countries (Denmark, Germany, Italy, the Netherlands, Spain, 
Sweden, and the UK), who participated in the EPIC study. 
Details of the study design have been described previously 
[10, 11]. The inclusion and exclusion criteria for participants 
in the present study are shown in Supplementary Fig. 1. All 
participants provided written informed consent, and the 
study protocol was approved by the ethical review board 
of IARC and the institutions where the participants were 
recruited [10].

Data collection

At recruitment, all participants completed questionnaires 
on medical history and socio-demographic factors, as well 
as validated country-specific dietary questionnaires (mostly 
food frequency questionnaires or diet histories) which asked 
about diet in the previous year [10]. In addition, a strati-
fied random sample of 8% of participants across all centres 

also completed a standardised and computerised 24-h recall, 
on average ~ 1.4 years after recruitment, which was used to 
calibrate the dietary exposures to reduce between centre het-
erogeneity and to correct for measurement error [12, 13]. 
The calibration method and rationale have been described 
previously [7, 12, 13].

Based on reported dietary intakes in both the baseline 
dietary questionnaires and 24-h recalls, estimates of indi-
vidual dietary amino acids were derived by matching to the 
National Nutrient Database for Standard Reference of the 
United States (developed at the United States Department 
of Agriculture, or USDA) food composition tables, and 
appended to the EPIC Nutrient Database. The matching and 
validation process has been reported in detail [14]. USDA 
estimates of dietary amino acids were used because the 
equivalent estimates were not available from all ten national 
Food Composition Databases that were originally used in 
EPIC. Altogether, both calibrated and observed estimates 
were available for the intakes of 19 individual dietary amino 
acids. Of the 20 standard amino acids (i.e. amino acids rel-
evant for protein synthesis in humans that may be directly 
translated from the genetic code), glutamine and asparagine 
were not available as these two amino acids were affected 
by deamination reactions during the acid hydrolysis process 
used to compile the USDA database, resulting in their con-
version to glutamic acid and aspartic acid [15, 16]. Cystine 
(two cysteine molecules joined by a disulfide bond) [17] was 
estimated instead of cysteine, while hydroxyproline, which 
is not a standard amino acid, was also estimated. The sums 
of branched-chain amino acids (isoleucine, leucine, valine), 
other essential amino acids (histidine, lysine, methionine, 
phenylalanine, threonine and tryptophan) and non-essential 
amino acids (alanine, arginine, aspartic acid, cystine, glu-
tamic acid, glycine, hydroxyproline, proline, serine and 
tyrosine) were also calculated.

The primary outcomes were ischaemic stroke (ICD 9 
433-434 or ICD 10 I63) and haemorrhagic stroke (ICD 9 
430-431 or ICD 10 I60-I61). In addition, we also considered 
intracerebral haemorrhage (ICD 9 431 or ICD 10 I61) and 
subarachnoid haemorrhage (ICD 9 430 or ICD 10 I60) as 
separate outcomes. For all kinds of stroke, both non-fatal 
and fatal incident events were considered, and details of the 
ascertainment process and validation methods have been 
previously reported [7, 11]. Details on the data collection 
for blood pressure (available for most of the cohort) and 
other covariates have also been reported previously [7, 11].

Statistical analyses

Cohort characteristics and dietary intakes of amino acids 
at baseline were summarised as means (SD), median (25th, 
75th percentile) or absolute numbers (%). Spearman cor-
relation coefficients were estimated between the individual 
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dietary amino acids, and also for dietary amino acids with 
dietary protein and food sources of protein. Intakes of die-
tary amino acids were expressed in three different ways, pri-
marily as individual amino acids modelled as a percentage 
of total protein intake (% of total protein), and secondar-
ily as individual amino acids modelled as grams per day 
(g/day) and grams per 1000 kcal (g/1000 kcal). The three 
approaches tested the hypotheses that the relative protein 
quality or protein makeup, the absolute quantity of amino 
acids, and the relative quantity of amino acids to the over-
all diet were relevant to the risk of stroke. The primary 
approach of expressing amino acids as a percentage of total 
protein was selected since this approach was less susceptible 
to collinearity with other dietary variables [18]. Because the 
sum of the individual amino acids did not add up to 100% of 
total protein (mean = 86.2%, partly because glutamine and 
asparagine were missing), we included post hoc analyses 
expressing the amino acids as a percentage of the sum of 
all available amino acids. The associations of total dietary 
protein with stroke risk were also assessed, by expressing 
protein in g/day and g/1000 kcal. Although protein intake is 
typically expressed relative to body weight in dietary recom-
mendations (g of protein/kg body weight), this approach was 
not considered here due to previous observations of a strong 
inverse correlation between this measure and body weight in 
observational studies, making it unsuitable for epidemiologi-
cal settings [19].

Using multivariable-adjusted Cox regression, we assessed 
the hazard ratios (HRs) and 95% confidence intervals (CIs) 
for sex-specific SD differences in calibrated intakes of each 
dietary amino acid, and sex-specific SD differences and sex-
specific fifths of observed intakes. For each association, a 
test of the trend was estimated by fitting the calibrated or 
observed intake of each amino acid as a continuous vari-
able when modelling per SD differences, or by fitting the 
median values of each fifth as a pseudo-continuous variable 
when modelling differences by fifths of intake. Tests of non-
linearity were performed by using a likelihood-ratio test to 
compare models with the exposure fitted as a continuous 
variable versus a categorical variable (fifths of intake), based 
on the observed intake.

The underlying time variable for the Cox regression was 
age at recruitment to age at diagnosis, death or adminis-
trative censoring. All analyses were stratified by sex and 
EPIC centre, and adjusted for age at recruitment (continu-
ous, Model 1). Model 2 additionally adjusted for total energy 
intake (continuous, calibrated or observed intake based 
on USDA estimates). Model 3 additionally adjusted for 
smoking status and intensity (never, former, current < 10, 
10–19, 20 + cigarettes/day, unknown), current calibrated 
or observed alcohol consumption (non-drinker (< 0.1), 
0.1–4.9, 5.0–14.9, 15–29.9, 30–59.9, 60 + g/day based on 
USDA estimates), physical activity (inactive, moderately 

inactive, moderately active, active, unknown), employ-
ment status (employed or student, neither employed nor 
student, unknown) and level of education completed (none 
or primary, secondary, vocational or university, unknown). 
Model 4 additionally adjusted for self-reported history of 
diabetes (yes, no, unknown), prior hypertension (yes, no, 
unknown) and prior hyperlipidaemia (yes, no, unknown). 
Model 5 additionally adjusted for body mass index (< 22.5, 
22.5–24.9, 25.0–27.4, 27.5–29.9, ≥ 30.0 kg/m2, unknown), 
and was considered the main model in these analyses. As 
total energy intake was held constant (i.e. adjusted for) in the 
regression model, a higher intake of any individual amino 
acid, which contributes to total energy, would result in a 
simultaneously lower intake of some other energy-providing 
foods or nutrients [20]. Therefore, in model 6, we removed 
the adjustment for total energy intake thus allowing the com-
parison of the results with (Model 5) and without (Model 6) 
a theoretical substitution effect of the amino acid of interest 
for an unspecified energy-providing source. To further assess 
the influence of major macronutrients and to allow the inter-
pretation of the findings when holding total protein intake 
constant, we fitted an additional model based on Model 6 
(without energy intake), but with the inclusion of intakes of 
total protein (continuous), total carbohydrates (continuous), 
saturated fats (continuous) and unsaturated fats (continuous). 
Likelihood-ratio χ2 statistics were estimated at each adjust-
ment level (for models 1–6) by comparing regression models 
with and without inclusion of the amino acids of interest 
using a likelihood ratio test [21]. The proportional hazards 
assumption was assessed using Schoenfeld residuals. The 
assumption was not met for two covariates in the models for 
ischaemic stroke (history of diabetes and prior hypertension) 
and for haemorrhagic stroke (prior hypertension and BMI). 
However, fitting these covariates as stratifying variables ful-
filled the assumption and yielded close to identical estimates 
as adjusting, so they were retained as adjustment variables.

To investigate whether the observed associations for the 
amino acids were independent of the other amino acids, 
we included additional models mutually adjusting for each 
of the other dietary amino acids, one at a time. We also 
included post-hoc analyses adjusting the amino acids that 
remain significant across different models for its major food 
sources. To assess whether the associations were independ-
ent of blood pressure, we estimated the adjusted mean sys-
tolic and diastolic blood pressure by fifths of each dietary 
amino acid in the subset of participants with blood pres-
sure measurements (n = 267,642), using the same covariate 
adjustments as above. Additionally, we repeated the Cox 
regression analyses in this subset (based on Model 5), with 
and without further adjustment for systolic or diastolic blood 
pressure.

As secondary analyses, we repeated the main analyses 
for the two subtypes of haemorrhagic stroke (intracerebral 
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haemorrhage and subarachnoid haemorrhage). To assess 
potential heterogeneity of the associations by subgroups of 
the major confounders and to assess residual confounding, 
we also examined the results stratified by age at recruitment 
(< 55, 55–64, ≥ 65 years), sex, BMI (< 25, 25–29.9, ≥ 30 kg/
m2), smoking status (never, former, current smokers), 
alcohol drinking (non-drinkers, moderate drinkers < 15 g/
day, heavy drinkers ≥ 15 g/day) and history of diseases (as 
a dichotomy of no disease history vs history of diabetes, 
hypertension or hyperlipidaemia). We also examined the 
associations based on observed intakes stratified by EPIC 
country and pooled using a meta-analysis approach. Tests of 
heterogeneity of trend between subgroups were conducted 
by comparing the risk coefficients in each subgroup using 
inverse variance weighting, testing for statistical significance 
with a χ2 test on k − 1 degrees of freedom, where k is the 
number of subgroups. To assess whether the overall results 
might be influenced by reverse causation, we repeated the 
analyses for ischaemic and haemorrhagic stroke after exclud-
ing the first 4 years of follow-up. A complete case analysis 
was also performed to assess the potential influence of miss-
ing covariates, which were coded as a missing category in 
the main analyses.

All tests for statistical significance were two-sided. Con-
ventional p values are reported, but results were interpreted 
with consideration of multiple testing. To account for mul-
tiple testing while allowing for correlation between the 
exposures, we conducted a principal component analysis of 
the exposure variables, and determined that the first four 

principal components explained 99% of the total variation 
in the exposure data [22, 23]. Consequently, the effective 
number of independent tests was determined to be four, and 
the statistical significance level after Bonferroni correction 
for multiple testing based on this number was defined as 
0.05/4 = 0.0125. All analyses were performed using Stata 
version 17.0 (StataCorp, TX, USA). All figures were gener-
ated using “Jasper makes plots” package [24] version 2-266 
in R version 4.2.1.

Results

Baseline and dietary characteristics

The baseline characteristics of the study participants are 
shown in Table 1 and additionally in detail in Supplemen-
tary table 1. Intakes of dietary amino acids, total protein and 
total energy are shown by sex in Supplementary table 2, and 
by EPIC country in Supplementary table 3. The Spearman 
correlation coefficients between the individual dietary amino 
acids are shown in Supplementary Fig. 2, and for amino 
acids with dietary protein and food sources of protein in 
Supplementary Figs. 3 and 4 respectively.

Associations of dietary amino acids with stroke risk

After a median follow-up of 12.9 years, there were 4295 
cases of ischaemic stroke and 1375 cases of haemorrhagic 

Table 1  Participant 
characteristics at recruitment by 
sex in the EPIC study

Participant characteristics Men Women

Number of participants 129,005 227,137
Age, years, mean (SD) 52.1 (9.9) 50.6 (10.8)
Lifestyle factors
 Current smokers, n (%) 36,561 (28.3%) 48,287 (21.3%)
 Physical activity index, moderately active or active, n (%) 63,284 (49.1%) 91,104 (40.1%)
 Alcohol consumption ≥ 15.0 g/day, n (%) 60,989 (47.2%) 42,452 (18.7%)
 Alcohol consumption, g/day, median (25th, 75th percentile) 13.8 (4.5, 31.4) 4.0 (0.6, 12.4)

Socioeconomic factors
 Employed or student, n (%) 85,841 (66.5%) 124,753 (54.9%)
 Vocational or university degree, n (%) 67,344 (52.2%) 109,160 (48.1%)

Anthropometry
 Overweight or obese (BMI ≥ 25.0 kg/m2), n (%) 81,921 (63.5%) 107,011 (47.1%)
 BMI, kg/m2, mean (SD) 26.5 (3.6) 25.5 (4.5)

Disease history
 History of diabetes, n (%) 3981 (3.1%) 4668 (2.1%)
 History of hypertension, n (%) 24,828 (19.2%) 41,442 (18.2%)
 History of hyperlipidaemia, n (%) 21,093 (16.4%) 24,149 (10.6%)

Dietary intake
 Total protein intake, g/day, mean (SD) 90.0 (26.6) 74.9 (21.4)
 Total energy intake, kcal/day, mean (SD) 2445 (635) 1966 (517)
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stroke among 356,142 participants (4,529,626 person-years 
in total). In the fully adjusted models, associations between 
dietary amino acids and risks of ischaemic and haemorrhagic 
stroke were numerically similar irrespective of whether the 
amino acids were expressed as a percentage of total pro-
tein (Fig. 1, Supplementary tables 4–5), in g/day (Supple-
mentary Fig. 5, Supplementary tables 4–5), g/1000 kcal 
(Supplementary Fig. 6, Supplementary tables 4–5), or as 
a percentage of total amino acids (Supplementary Fig. 7, 
Supplementary tables 4–5). Unless otherwise stated, the 
primary results reported on the associations that remained 
statistically significant after correcting for multiple testing, 
or results from categorical analyses where we observed non-
linear associations.

When expressing the amino acids as a percentage of 
total protein, in the fully adjusted models (Model 5) we 
found inverse associations of ischaemic stroke for each 
1 SD higher calibrated intake of total and individual 
branched-chain amino acids (HR [95% CI] per SD higher 
of total: 0.93 [0.88, 0.98], isoleucine: 0.93 [0.88, 0.98], 
leucine: 0.93 [0.87, 0.98], valine: 0.92 [0.88, 0.97]), 
phenylalanine (0.92 [0.87, 0.98]), threonine (0.93 [0.88, 

0.99]), tryptophan (0.94 [0.89, 0.99]), total non-essential 
amino acids (0.92 [0.87, 0.98]), glutamic acid (0.90 [0.84, 
0.96]), proline (0.88 [0.82, 0.94]), serine (0.92 [0.88, 
0.97]) and tyrosine (0.92 [0.88, 0.98]) (Fig. 1). Glycine 
showed a non-linear association with ischaemic stroke in 
the categorical analysis (HR [95% CI] 1.28 [1.14, 1.43] 
for top versus bottom fifth, p non-linearity < 0.001), but 
only when expressing glycine as a percentage of estimated 
intakes of total protein or total amino acids (Supplemen-
tary table 4). For haemorrhagic stroke, no statistically 
significant associations were observed in the continuous 
analyses after correcting for multiple testing (Fig. 1). In 
categorical analyses, lower risks were observed from the 
second to top fifth of proline intake compared to bottom 
fifth (top versus bottom fifth: 0.72 [0.58, 0.90], p-trend 
across categories = 0.006, Supplementary table 5). No 
statistically significant associations were observed for 
total protein with either ischaemic or haemorrhagic stroke 
(Supplementary Figs. 4–5, Supplementary tables 4–5), or 
in any analyses examining the two haemorrhagic stroke 
subtypes as outcomes (Supplementary table 6). Results 
from the different covariate adjustment models are shown 
in Supplementary tables 7–9.

Fig. 1  Hazard ratios (95% confidence intervals) for ischaemic (4295 
cases) and haemorrhagic stroke (1375 cases) by increments of cali-
brated intakes of dietary amino acids (as a percent of total protein). 
Hazard ratios modelled per 1 sex-specific SD increment in dietary 
amino acids, expressed as a percent of total protein. The model was 
stratified by sex and centre, and adjusted for age, calibrated energy 

intake, smoking, calibrated alcohol consumption, physical activity, 
employment status, highest level of education completed, history of 
diabetes, prior hypertension, prior hyperlipidaemia, body mass index. 
Estimates with an aserisk denote ones that were statistically signifi-
cant after correcting for multiple testing
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Mutual adjustment of dietary amino acids

Results with mutual adjustment for each of the other amino 
acids for the ten amino acids that were inversely associated 
with ischaemic stroke risk, as reported above, are shown 
in Fig. 2 (for the five amino acids that were significantly 
associated in both the calibrated and observed analyses) and 
in Supplementary Fig. 8 (for the five amino acids that were 
significantly associated in the calibrated analyses only). The 
inverse associations for proline persisted after adjustment for 
all other amino acids, but the associations for other amino 
acids were attenuated upon adjustment for proline. However, 
the higher risk of ischaemic stroke comparing top to bottom 
fifth of glycine intake remained with adjustment for proline 
(1.27 [1.12, 1.43], results not shown in tables). In post-hoc 
analyses, the inverse associations for proline with ischae-
mic stroke remained upon mutual adjustment for its different 
food sources (e.g. 0.89; 0.83, 0.96 after mutual adjustment 
for cheese, with no significant association for cheese in the 
same model, results not shown in tables). Based on these 
findings, the changes in the HRs and likelihood ratio χ2 sta-
tistics for proline are also depicted graphically in Fig. 3, by 
each level of covariate adjustment.

Assessment of the role of blood pressure

The adjusted mean levels of systolic and diastolic blood 
pressure across fifths of dietary amino acids are shown in 
Supplementary tables 10–11. Across all amino acids, higher 
intakes were associated with higher blood pressure, though 
the differences were very small (up to 1 mmHg difference 
in most cases). As expected from these small differences, 
the results for both ischaemic and haemorrhagic stroke were 
almost unchanged after further adjustment for either systolic 
or diastolic blood pressure (Supplementary table 12).

Sensitivity analyses

In stratified analyses, the main findings were consistent 
between subgroups of age, sex, BMI, smoking status, alco-
hol drinking and disease status for both ischaemic and haem-
orrhagic stroke (Supplementary tables 13–24). The pooled 
estimates by country using a meta-analysis approach were 
similar (Supplementary tables 25–26), and results were con-
sistent after excluding the first 4 years of follow-up (Sup-
plementary table 27) or based on a complete case analysis 
(Supplementary table 28).

Fig. 2  Hazard ratios (95% confidence intervals) for the association 
between selected dietary amino acids and ischaemic stroke (4295 
cases), with mutual adjustment for each of the other amino acids. 
Results are shown for amino acids which were statistically signifi-
cantly associated with ischemic stroke in both calibrated and uncali-
brated analyses. Hazard ratios modelled per 1 sex-specific SD (as 

shown in Fig.  1) increment in dietary amino acids in the column 
heading, expressed as a percent of total protein, with multivariable 
adjustment plus amino acid on the left panel. If the amino acid in the 
column and in the left panel are the same, the result is interpretable 
as the hazard ratio for the amino acid based on the multivariable-
adjusted model
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Discussion

In this large prospective study, we observed inverse associa-
tions of dietary intakes of proline with the risk of ischae-
mic stroke after adjustment of potential confounders, 
independent of the other amino acids and of total protein 
intake. The associations were consistent regardless of how 
the amino acids were modelled (i.e. percentage of protein, 
g/day and g/1000 kcal), and across all subgroup analyses. 
Although inverse associations with ischaemic stroke were 
initially observed for some other amino acids, these might 
be explained by the high correlations between these amino 
acids and proline, since the associations were attenuated 
after adjustment for proline. We further observed evidence 
of a higher risk of ischaemic stroke in individuals with the 
highest intakes of dietary glycine, and a lower risk of haem-
orrhagic stroke in people with higher intakes of dietary pro-
line, though these associations differed depending on the 
way dietary amino acids were modelled in the analyses.

The present analyses provide important novel evidence 
on the associations between dietary amino acids and stroke 
risk, as only two prospective studies have previously pub-
lished on the topic [5, 6]. The Swedish Mammography 
Cohort, with 1751 cases of total stroke (1311 ischaemic 
and 264 haemorrhagic after 10 years), reported an inverse 
association between dietary cysteine and the risk of total 
stroke, but no other associations including for proline were 
observed after mutual adjustment of the amino acids [5]. 
In contrast to that study, we did not find an association 
of cystine with either stroke subtype; however, although 

cystine is expected to be highly correlated with cysteine, 
their molecular structures are different, so the two sets of 
results are not directly comparable. The Takayama Study 
in Japan, with 677 deaths from stroke (393 ischaemic and 
153 intracerebral haemorrhage after 16 years), showed that 
glutamic acid intake was inversely associated with total 
stroke mortality among women, while glycine intake was 
positively associated with ischaemic stroke mortality in 
men with no prior history of hypertension; the study did 
not report on proline [6]. In our study, we also observed an 
inverse association of glutamic acid intake with ischaemic 
stroke, but this association was attenuated when we fur-
ther adjusted for dietary proline. In accordance with the 
Takayama Study, we also found a higher risk of ischaemic 
stroke for people with the highest fifth of glycine intake. 
The differences in intakes of amino acids across popula-
tions should be considered when comparing the findings. 
For example, the average intakes of both glutamic acid and 
glycine when expressed as a percentage of total protein in 
the EPIC study is closer to the lower end of the intakes 
reported in the Takayama study. Overall, compared to the 
two previous studies, the current study is over three- and 
ten-fold larger in case numbers. We also focused on exam-
ining ischaemic and haemorrhagic stroke separately, based 
on prior evidence of heterogeneity in risk factors by stroke 
subtypes. Overall, the associations of dietary amino acids 
with haemorrhagic stroke were less clear. As the number 
of haemorrhagic stroke cases in the study was compara-
tively low, further investigations in other populations with 
higher numbers of haemorrhagic strokes are warranted.

Fig. 3  Hazard ratios (95% confidence intervals) for the association 
between dietary proline and ischaemic stroke (4295 cases), with addi-
tional adjustment for each covariate. Hazard ratios modelled per 1 SD 
increment (1 SD = 1.0 in men, 0.9 in women) in calibrated proline 
intake, expressed as a percent of total protein. The minimally adjusted 
model was stratified by sex and centre, and adjusted for age (continu-

ous). The likelihood-ratio test statistic for proline is the χ2 statistic 
based on a likelihood ratio test comparing models with and without 
proline, at the varying levels of covariate adjustment. The changes 
in the χ2 statistic across models could be interpreted as a measure of 
the extent to which the covariates could account for any associations 
between proline and ischaemic stroke risk
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Previous studies have largely attributed the observed asso-
ciations of dietary amino acids with stroke risk to the influ-
ences of the amino acids on blood pressure. The INTERMAP 
study reported inverse associations of glutamic acid and to a 
lesser degree proline [18], but positive associations of glycine 
intake [25], with blood pressure. Our results did not suggest 
an important role of blood pressure in explaining any of the 
findings, given that we did not observe any meaningful dif-
ferences in blood pressure by amino acid intake, nor did we 
observe any differences in the HRs after further adjusting for 
blood pressure. However, blood pressure and diet in EPIC 
were both measured at recruitment, which does not allow the 
evaluation of a temporal association. Additionally, the use of 
blood pressure measurements assessed at a single time point 
as an indicator of long-term blood pressure is also prone to 
random measurement error, which could result in an under-
estimation of its role in explaining any associations between 
amino acid intakes and stroke risk. Furthermore, blood pres-
sure measurements in EPIC were not taken using a standard-
ised protocol across centres [26], but our analyses were strati-
fied by centre, so any influence on the results should be small.

The possible biological mechanisms for the association 
between proline and stroke risk are not yet well defined. 
Despite being non-essential amino acids, proline, glycine and 
hydroxyproline are the major constituents of collagen, which 
accounts for about one-third of proteins in the human body 
[27]. Collagen has an important role in maintaining the struc-
ture and strength of connective tissues, cartilage and blood ves-
sels [27, 28], and studies from animal models have suggested 
that endogenous synthesis of these amino acids may not be 
adequate for growth or collagen production [27, 29]. Because 
proline is the only precursor for hydroxyproline, which in turn 
is a precursor for glycine [27, 30], dietary intakes of proline 
may be of particular importance for collagen synthesis. How-
ever, while collagen likely has an integral role in the patho-
genesis of haemorrhagic stroke due to its importance in the 
maintenance of vascular integrity, its relevance for ischaemic 
stroke, which is typically caused by a blood clot in the brain, 
is less clear, but nonetheless has been suggested [31]. Overall, 
the relevance of collagen and other amino acids that are also 
precursors for collagen synthesis in the pathogenesis of ischae-
mic stroke requires further investigation.

In contrast to other amino acids, proline contains an imino 
group in its structure instead of a primary amino group, which 
results in its distinctive cyclic structure and exclusion from 
standard amino acid metabolism [32, 33]. For this reason, 
the family of proline-containing peptides, collectively called 
glycoprolines, cannot be degraded by most peptidases owing 
to the presence of proline in their structures, and thus are more 
likely to enter the bloodstream and exert various biological 
effects, including possible atheroprotective or neuroprotec-
tive roles, regulation of insulin-like growth factor-I (IGF-I) 
homeostasis and lipid metabolism including lowering of total 

cholesterol [34]. Glycoprolines may be derived from collagen 
or IGF-I; a study in rats has shown that oral administration 
of cyclic glycine-proline, a glycoproline derived from IGF-I, 
promoted neural plasticity and remodelling in animals with 
focal ischaemic lesions, suggesting a neuroprotective effect of 
cyclic glycine-proline against ischaemic stroke or its recovery 
[35]. In human studies, both cyclic glycine-proline concen-
trations [36] and proline concentrations [37–39] have been 
proposed as prognostic markers of stroke recovery or stroke 
events. However, the directions of the changes observed have 
been inconsistent. Other studies have also reported low corre-
lations between dietary intake and circulating levels of proline 
[40]. Therefore, further research into the link between proline 
intake and the physiological effects of circulating proline, as 
well as the role of proline in both stroke incidence and prog-
nosis (recovery or mortality) is needed.

Among dietary sources, the results of the present study 
showed that dairy products, especially cheese, was most 
highly correlated with proline intake. Therefore, the findings 
of lower risks of ischaemic stroke in people with higher pro-
line intake in the present study are consistent with previous 
observations of lower ischaemic stroke risk in people with 
higher intake of cheese and yogurt in the same cohort [7]. 
Despite being a major source of saturated fat, higher intakes 
of dairy products have been inversely associated with cardio-
vascular disease outcomes in a meta-analysis of prospective 
studies [41], suggesting that some components in cheese or 
dairy products might be protective. For example, studies have 
suggested that the specific saturated fatty acid isomer compo-
sition of different foods [42], or the calcium [43] or probiotics 
content [44] of dairy foods may account for their associa-
tions with stroke risk. As the observed association for proline 
remained upon adjustment for cheese and other food sources, 
the findings of the present study suggest that the amino acid 
profiles of dairy products and their associations with CVD 
warrant further research. Meanwhile, dietary intake of gly-
cine was strongly correlated with red meat intake, which was 
previously found to be modestly but positively associated 
with ischaemic stroke risk in EPIC, though this association 
was attenuated after adjustment for fibre intake [7]. Further 
population-based and mechanistic studies are needed to rep-
licate the observed associations between dietary amino acids 
and risks of stroke subtypes, prior to investigating any impli-
cations for potential dietary interventions.

The chief strengths of this study include the large sample 
size with participants recruited from seven European coun-
tries, the prospective design and prolonged duration of follow-
up. EPIC is also a well-characterised cohort with extensive 
dietary and lifestyle/health behavioural data, allowing us to 
examine estimated intakes of 19 dietary amino acids with 
stroke risk while adjusting for multiple confounders. The 
ascertainment of stroke cases in this cohort was either com-
pletely or partially validated depending on the EPIC country, 
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and previous dietary analyses have found no heterogeneity 
in the associations by the extent of stroke validation [7]. To 
adjust for potential bias due to differences between the coun-
try-specific dietary questionnaires, we also applied calibration 
to the dietary data using additional standardised 24-h recalls to 
reduce between-centre heterogeneity and to reduce measure-
ment error. The study also had several limitations. Diet was 
ascertained using a single dietary questionnaire collected at 
baseline, which meant that we were not able to account for 
dietary changes during follow-up. We were unable to assess 
the associations of dietary glutamine, asparagine or cysteine 
with stroke risk, as estimates of these amino acids were not 
available from the USDA database, while glutamic acid and 
aspartic acid may be overestimated [15, 16]. The matching 
of amino acids data based on a single US database in differ-
ent countries across Europe may also be a limitation, and the 
absolute validity of the amino acid estimates assessed using 
FFQs and 24-h recalls is not known, although good agree-
ment and thus relative validity has been shown for estimates 
of total energy and protein intakes between the USDA and 
country-specific databases in the previous validation study 
[14]. Because of the large number of tests conducted, false 
positive findings due to chance are possible, but we focused on 
the findings that survived correction for multiple testing. We 
also conducted analyses further adjusting for each one of the 
other amino acids, which given their high correlations might 
constitute over-adjustment, but this approach also helped to 
highlight the clear associations with proline. As with any 
observational study, the present study could not establish cau-
sality, and cannot fully exclude residual confounding or reverse 
causation. However, we assessed the former by comparing the 
changes in χ2 statistics across models and limited the latter 
possibility by our sensitivity analysis excluding the first four 
years of follow-up. Information on other potential mediators 
such as cholesterol concentrations was only available in a small 
subset of participants at the study baseline, so we were unable 
to access their potential effects. Finally, the present study was 
largely restricted to white European individuals, therefore the 
findings may not be generalisable to other populations which 
have different sources of protein intake and dietary amino acid 
profiles, as well as genetic differences.

Conclusions

This large study demonstrated an inverse association of both 
absolute intake and relative proportions of dietary proline 
with the risk of ischaemic stroke, independent of the other 
amino acids. The suggestive associations of lower risk of 
haemorrhagic stroke in people with higher proline intake, and 
higher risk of ischaemic stroke in people with higher propor-
tions of glycine intake, also warrant further investigation. 
These observations were largely unexplained by differences 

in blood pressure. Further research is needed from both 
large-scale population-based studies and mechanistic stud-
ies to replicate these findings, in addition to genetic studies 
and intervention trials to assess the causal relevance of these 
associations and possible implications for prevention.
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